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In modern industrial nations, the traditional positive correlation between female body 
fat and social class has turned strongly inverse, thinness in women IS admired and 
plumpness is a handicap. This recent reversal of what had seemed to be stable aspects 
of human nature is analyzed as a potentially adaptive response to two ecological nov- 
elties: chronic food surplus and the breakdown of barriers between men’s and women’s 
work, which, together, may have made thinness helpful to women competing for status 
and resources in both mating and job markets. Whether status and resources still 
promote long-term Darwinian fitness is an open question. Progress in understanding 
the unique properties of the human mind depends on widespread recognitton that the 
mind has been designed by natural selection to seek and sometimes find adaptive so- 
luttons to the novel problems we ourselves create. Adaptive flexibility and cultural 
change are two sides of the same coin. 
KEY WORDS: Sex differences, Social class, Fatness, Thmness, Adaptatton, Nutn- 
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T 
he recent hlstory of human fat IS an emgma for evolutlomsts and 
hlstorlans ahke Women m affluent modern socletles are the maJor 
exceptlon to the general rule that body fat correlates posltlvely 
with soctal class In tradttlonal and developmg socletles around 
the world, prosperous htgh-status people are fatter on average than poor 
low-status people In contemporary mdustrlal nations, however, the cor- 
relation between fat and social class has become mtxed for men, but strongly 
and consistently Inverse for women (Powdermaker 1960, Goldblatt et al 
1965, Brown and Konner 1987, Sobal and Stunkard 1989, Brown 1991, Cas- 
srdy 1991) 
Although both fatness and social class have been defined and measured 
m different ways m different studtes, the results are overwhelmmgly con- 
slstent In a comprehenslve review of 144 studies published smce 1933 on 
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the relatlonshlp between status and obe\lty. Sobal and Stunk&-d (1989) found 
not one report of an Inverse relatIonshIp for either men or women m tra- 
dltlonal and developmg socletres In Africa, Asia, North dnd South America. 
Australia, and the Pacific I\ldnds Conversely, they found only one report 
of a positive relatlon\hlp between status and obesity for women in the United 
States, Belgium, Britain. C‘inada, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Holland, ls- 
rael, New Zealand, Norway. and Sweden The one exception wa\ for a 
sample of Immigrant\ to Belgium 
The ldeallzatlon ot female leannes\ in the United State\ and other de- 
veloped nations 15 a closely related modern anomaly Among the culture\ 
m the Human Relation\ Area Files with data on \ome aspect of ideal female 
body type, 3 I out ot 3X prefer overall plumpnes\ or moderate fdtnes\ (Brown 
1991. Anderson et al 1992 count SO out of 62. see also Cas\ldy 1991) Nine 
out of ten \ocletle\ prefer women with fat hips or legs (Brown 1991) Until 
very recently, western cultures u\unlly concurred The Romdn poet Martial 
wrote in the first century that “the \ort of girl 1 hate I\ the scrawny one, 
with arms so thin my ring\ would fit them. hip\ that grate. \plne like a \aw, 
knee\ like a pin, and d coccyx like aJavelIn But all the \dme I don’t go in 
for \heer bulk I appreciate good meat. not blubber on my plate” (Mlchle 
1978, p 169) HLW. a Massachusetts farmer. wrote much the same thing 
more \uccmctly and almost as poetically in his mid-nineteenth century ad- 
vertl\ement for a bride with “a form medium sized, well developed, erect, 
and plump (not gro\s. but full dnd round--I do not admire skeletons” 
(Schwartz 1986, p 59) ’ 
The switch to relative leannes\ as the norm for middle- and uppet -class 
women, and to extreme leanness a\ the idedl, occurred very recently. be- 
ginning In the United State\ near the end of the nineteenth century and 
galrung momentum ever \lnce, slowly at first and then very rapidly during 
the past three decades (Brumberg 1988. Schwartz 1986. Seld 1989) 
The first actress to gain national fame ds weight control expert wa\ not 
Jane Fonda or Cher or Raquel Welch, but Annette Keller man. long-distance 
\wlmmer turned silent film star, who popularized the form-fitting bathing 
suit and became the best-known fltne\\ and fhmmlng entrepreneur Just be- 
fore and after World War 1 In 19 18, at 5’3:“. Kellerman weighed I37 pounds 
Mary Campbell. Ml\\ America in 1932. wa\ a bit slimmer. 5’7” and 140 
Needles\ to \ay, both were too heavy by present standard\. by 1979, the 
average MI\\ America contestant wa\ still 5’7”. but weighed only 115 pound\ 
(Brumberg 1988, Seld 1989. Garner et dl 1980) 
Hl,tonan Roberta Seld summarize\ the change in standard\ ds the emer- 
gence of a “thin preference” after the turn of the century. which became 
’ In ddd~tmn to the hrodd trend\ that are the \ubJect oi thl\ paper there I\ ot LOLII~ a greGit 
deal of lndlvldual ‘rnd cro\\-cultur,ll vmatm in body tdtnes\ md preference\ See Heller ( 19771 
on mdlvldunl md cros+cultur4 t,rtnes\ dlfferencr\ Kltenbagh c 1991) tar ‘1 brlet rewew of the 
recent Ikterdtute on Indl\ldual f&w\\ dlfterence\ md Anderwn et ‘4 ( 1992) tm an evolutlona~ 
analyv\ of cro\s-cultural preterence difference\ 
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“preJudlce” m the 195Os, “myth” m the ‘6Os, “obsesston” m the ‘7Os, and 
“religion” m the ’80s (1989, p. IX) Hlstorlan Joan Brumberg also sees a 
parallel between rehglon and the slim ideal “Through fastmg, the medieval 
ascetic strove for perfection m the eyes of her God , the modern ano- 
rectlc strives for perfectlon In terms of society’s Ideal of physical, rather 
than spn-ltual, beauty” (1988, p 46) 
This paper has two mam goals The first IS to outlme an evolutionary 
analysis of this recent reversal of what had seemed to be stable aspects of 
human nature The second IS to suggest that such an analysis may help to 
dlummate current controversies over the adaptiveness of modern human 
behavior and the hmlts of adaptive behavloral flexlblhty (see especially the 
whole of Ethology und Socloblology 11(4/5), 1990) In pursmng these goals, 
I hope to demonstrate as well that historIca data can be useful to evolu- 
tlomsts, and evolutionary analysis, to hlstonans. 
THE FUNCTION OF FATNESS 
The essence of evolutionary analysis 1s the search for function as the ultimate 
explanation for the traits of orgamsms The search focuses on understandmg 
how, during the evolutionary hlstory of a species, particular morphological 
features or behavioral mechamsms were favored by natural selectlon be- 
cause they helped mdlvlduals to maximize mcluslve fitness, that IS, to max- 
lmlze the representation of then- own genetic complement m future gener- 
ations (WIlllams 1966, Ham&on 1964) In operatlonal terms, the search for 
the function of behavior studies what mdlvlduals do to survive, reproduce, 
and help their relatives to survive and reproduce Behavior that enhances 
mcluslve fitness IS said to be adaptive 
The hlstorlcal correlation between social class and human body fat IS 
readdy explained m functlonal terms as an adaptive response to frequent, 
umversal, and often severe food shortages m prelndustrlal socletles When 
food IS available now but may not be available later, It pays for those who 
have access to surplus calories to store the surplus as body fat (Low 1979a,b, 
Low et al 1987, Brown and Konner 1987) Humans, hke other animals, have 
therefore evolved a wide variety of physlologlcal and behavioral mechamsms 
to achieve that result With more food available and less physlcal work to 
do, the upper classes have more surplus calories to place m the fat bank 
In the United States, as late as the last quarter of the mneteenth century, 
“fat was exphcltly equated with money, and the body was described as the 
bank” (Seld 1989, p 76) * 
Except for the middle and upper classes m developed socletles, women 
on average are fatter than men The difference begins m chlldhood, and 
’ Belier (1977) and Anderson et al (1992) emphasize that body fat also functions as msulatlon 
from cold Anderson et al suggest that fat may be varied m order to control the tlmmg of 
ovulation, this proposed function IS dlscussed briefly below 
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becomes pronounced during puberty (Badey 1982, Brown and Konner 1987, 
see Garn et al 1989a.b for the exceptlon) The tradltlonal sex-age pattern 
of fat deposItIon reflects the fact that fat IS especially valuable to human 
females of reproductive age because of the high energy costs and long du- 
ration of pregnancy, lactation, and Infant care Whltlng’s (1958) survey of 
nutrltlonal data from the Human Relations Area Flies found that 71 percent 
of premdustrlal socletles suffered food shortages m at least one year out of 
three, and that m 64 percent of socletles the shortage\ that occurred were 
severe enough to cause substantial weight loss These findlngs suggest that 
m mo\t tradltlonal socletles, most mothers suffered a senou\ calorie deflclt 
at least once during the years between conceptlon and weamng 
The Idea that plump female\ are beautiful IS easily explaIned a\ d re- 
flectlon of adaptive male preference for mate\ whose fatness displays both 
high status and caloric reserves that can support reproduction when food I\ 
scarce (Low et al 1987) Mate choice crlterla echo the logic of energy con- 
servation ma world of \carclty. sexual selectlon reenforces natural selectlon 
Mates. however, are not the only ones who have a stake In women’s fat 
stores So do others whose lncluslve fltnes\ 15 affected by women’s \ucces\ 
as mothers, that 15, all their relatives and husbands’ relatives as well 
THE PUZZLE OF THINNESS 
If human nature evolved under strong ,electlve pressure to \tnve for and 
admu-e fatness, especially In women. then the reversal of these traits m 
modern mdustrlal socletles-the Inverse correlation between female fat and 
\oclal class, the ldeahzatlon of thm females. the growth of a multi-bllhon 
dollar weight-control Industry supported mainly by affluent young women- 
IS Indeed perplexing 
Effort\ to reduce weight by dletlng are often overcome, sooner or later. 
by the ublqulty of high-calone foods, the prevalence of sedentary hfe styles 
and the power of traits designed by natural \electlon to store surplus calories 
as fat Brown (1991) observes. however, that 20 mllhon Americans. mo\t of 
them women, are chromcally hungry because they are serious dieters Many 
women In modern mdustrlal \ocletles appear to be caught In a pumshlng 
conflict between powerful evolved mechamcms deslgned to make them fat. 
and powerful modern motlvatlons to be slender The high and n\lng mcl- 
dence of buhmla and anorexia nervosa during the past 20 year\ may be the 
most extreme and puzzlmg expre\slon of this conflict In the fu-st popular 
book on anorexia nervosa, Hllda Bruch described It a\ dn almost unheard 
of kmd of disease, one “that selectively befall\ the young, rich and beautiful 
the daughters of well-to-do. educated and cucce\sful famlhe\” (1978. 
p VII) It 15 all the more puzzling m light of Its reported death rate of up to 
I5 percent of patlents m treatment (Brumberg 1988) 
The confhct wlthm modern women IS reflected m and IlIummated by a 
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parallel confhct between tradItIona and modern usage of the words lean and 
fat In common usage, lean now connotes such desn-able quahtres as physlcal 
fitness, efficiency, health, and strength, whde fat connotes excess, illness, 
sluggishness, lack of dlsclplme, and waste A “Dlctlonary of Cautionary 
Words and Phrases” complled at the Umverslty of MIssour School of Jour- 
nalism warns reporters to avoid using such offensive terms as buxom, ma- 
tronly, and full-figured, “which themselves are often euphemisms for fat” 
(Goodman 1991) The modern usages are so new that modern dlctlonarles 
preserve the traditional and opposite value assoclatlons Derogatory terms 
are predommant m the Oxford Enghsh Dlctronary (1989) definitions of lean 
“wanting m flesh, ” “poor or meager in quantity or quahty” “innutritious” 
“unremunerative,” “ wanting m rich elements or quantltles,” “scantily fur- 
mshed, 111 provided, ” “characterized by scarcity ” Fat, on the other hand, 
1s defined mamly m terms of desirable qualities. “m well-fed condltlon,” 
“well-supplied with fat, ” “yielding excellent or abundant returns,” “fertile, 
rich,” “well-supphed with what 1s needful or desirable,” “affluent, 
wealthy,” “ abundant and plentiful ” 
The new derogatory connotations of fat and fatness now have far greater 
sway m the middle- and upper-class mmd than the old dlctlonary defimtlons 
Except in a few traditional arts such as grand opera and sumo wrestling, 
fatness has become a profound handicap m all areas of social competltlon, 
mcludmg courtshlp, education, employment, Job promotlon, earmngs. pol- 
Itics, sports, and even m access to such benefits as desirable housmg and 
good medlcal care (Cahnman 1968, Brumberg 1988, Seld 1989, Sobal 1991) 
Wllham Howard Taft, who weighed 355 pounds at his mauguratlon m 1909, 
was the last as well as the fattest of half a dozen fat American presidents 
(Schwartz 1986) Cecd Fielder, the 270-pound home-run kmg of baseball m 
1990 and 1991, was “the slugger nobody wanted” during the precedmg seven 
years of his professional career because managers “saw the heft m his body, 
not m his stats” (de Jonge 1992) 
While fat has become a handicap for men, it IS a much greater handicap 
for women Marriage counselors have found that some women gam weight 
m order to protect themselves from sexual harassment or the temptation to 
engage m extramarltal relatlonshlps, some men urge their wives to gam 
weight m order to insure their wives’ fidehty or excuse their own infidelity 
(Stuart and Jacobson 1987) Whatever the motive. the strategy 1s based on 
the assumption that fat women have no sex appeal 
There 1s no shortage of explanations for the sudden rise of the thm Ideal 
Much of the literature on the subJect has been written by women about 
women as victims of forces beyond their control Blame has been placed on 
puritanism, patriarchy, capltahsm, consumerism, mdlvlduahsm, the rise of 
the middle class, and the media, on the fashion, advertising, Insurance, 
health-care, fitness, diet, and weight-loss mdustnes, on mothers, and per- 
haps most often on “modern society ” The thm ideal has been vlewed, 
sometimes by the same author (Szekely 1988, for example). as an instrument 
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men use to derogate and dominate women, and as an effort by women to 
assert control of their own bodies and destinies The only perceptible con- 
sensus 1s that the origins of the thin ideal are purely social dnd cultural rather 
than biological. and owe noth1ng to evolution Indeed, when biology and 
dellberate th1nnes5 are mentIoned 1n the same context, the context 15 almost 
always depicted as a battleground, with human biology fighting for more fdt 
than modern western culture allows 1tc most-favored members Sobal. for 
example, refer5 to the collision between culture and physiology that occurs 
when “social pressures to become and remain thin” compete with “thrifty 
genes that store fat” (1991, pp 242-243) 
Confidence 1n the exclusively \oclocultural origins of the thin ideal I\ 
so taken for granted and so seldomjustified that the reason5 for its prevalence 
are difficult to p1n down The unstated assumption often seems to be that 
since biology makes 1t so hard to lose much weight, something separate and 
apart from biology must be responsible for the modern desire to get thin 
Those who are thinner than they want to be are well aware. however. 
that biology also makes 1t hard to gain much weight In fact. of course. 
biology pushes 1n both directIons Because lncapaclty, reproductive failure, 
and death increase toward both end\ of the fat-thin continuum. human\, like 
other animals, have evolved mechanism\ that usually keep them somewhere 
1n the middle by pushing sometimes more strongly 1n one direction. some- 
times more strongly 1n the other, but always 1n both directions We feel 
hungry when blood sugar 15 low, \atlated when 1t 1\ high We waste calorie\ 
by ra1\1ng metabolic rate when we gain weight, conServe calorie\ by lowering 
metabolic rate when we lo\e weight The more we gain (or lo\e) the harder 
1t 15 to gain (or lo\e) \t1ll more (Beller 1977, Kltenbaugh 1991) 
In \p1te of ideal-weight charts, the best amount of fat to carry 15 highly 
variable It IS greater for women (especially 1f they are or are trying to 
become pregnant), 1n cold climates and \edsons and 1n societies with fluc- 
tuat1ng food suppIles (Belier 1977, Brown and Konner 1987, Anderson et dl 
1992) Studies of English and American children raised 1n the tropics find 
that they weigh less than comparable children raised 1n England and the 
Un1ted States (Belier 1977) The reason, Beller argues, 1\ that fat 1s not 
needed as insulation 1n tropical climates or as an energy store for those whose 
food supply IS assured She concludes that “the ability to gain and lose 
weight as the temperature rises and falls, or as granaries wax and wane, 1s 
one that has been meticulously bred into the genes of populations living 
between the climatic extremes of the so-called temperate zones” because 
of their need “to react with reasonable thermal and economic efficiency to 
both sets of extremes” (1977, p 290) 
The deposltlon and ut1llzat1on of body fat respond to a large number of 
Internal and external cues that are processed mainly 1n the hypothalamus, 
deep 1n the unconscious midbrain But the rates at whrch humans store and 
use fat are also determIned by choices deliberately made 1n the brain’s neo- 
cortex about such variables as clothing, shelter, use of fire, place of resi- 
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dence, and above all, diet and physical activity Gn-1s of marriageable age 
become even fatter than the hypothalamus would have them because of 
fattening practices embedded m the culture of many traditional socletles 
Conversely,the consistent Inverse correlation between fatness and status m 
first-world women (Sobal and Stunkard 1989) belles the fiction that welght- 
loss programs are always thwarted by the hypothalamic drive toward female 
fatness 
That choices made unconsciously m the midbrain normally have a bl- 
ologlcal function IS taken for granted, but choices made consciously m the 
neocortex are often thought to he m the realm of socral values and culture, 
and to be free of blologlcal constraint The neocortex, however, 1s as much 
a product of natural selection as the hypothalamus, which means that it 
evolved because It served the most basic of all blologlcal functions It helped 
human ancestors to perpetuate their genes 
It IS, therefore, unreasonable to assume that conscious choices are vul- 
nerable to current social pressures, but immune to the influence of human 
evolutionary history (Alexander 1987) And it is, therefore, reasonable to 
suggest that the efforts of modern, high-status first-world women to be thm 
may be no less rooted m evolved behavioral mechanisms than the desire of 
other women, m other times and circumstances, to be fat The fact that the 
thm ideal has prevailed among upper-status women m spite of the body’s 
strong resistance to large weight losses argues for, rather than against, the 
biologIca basis of the new ideal Without a powerful blologlcal component, 
the forces of cultural change are not likely to have prevaded against powerful 
blologlcal resistance My arm m the followmg pages IS to begin to identify 
some specific features of first-world life that may lmk the emergence of the 
thm ideal for higher status women to behavioral patterns and mechanisms 
that evolved because they helped mdlvrdual ancestral humans to maximize 
inclusive fitness 
THE FUNCTION OF THINNESS 
The common thread m most of the hterature IS the recognition that the thin 
ideal 1s associated somehow with affluence and economic abundance Brum- 
berg concludes that “today’s fasting girls epltomlze the curious psychic bur- 
dens of the dutiful daughters of a people of plenty” (1988, p 271) Schwartz 
points out that the preference for thmness began m the United States at the 
very end of the nineteenth century, Just when economists Thorstem Veblen 
and Simon Patten (founder of the American Economic Association) were 
shifting their dlsclphne from the problems of scarcity to the problems of 
surplus created by the unprecedented increase m the productlvlty of Amer- 
ican industry and agriculture Schwartz argues that “shmmmg 1s the 
modern expression of an mdustrlal society confused by Its own desires and 
therefore never satisfied On the one hand, we seen to want more of every- 
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thmg, on the other hand, we are susplc~ous of surplus Increasingly perplexed 
or mtlmldated by abundance, Americans have taken the protocols of shm- 
mmg as the protocols for social and spu-ltual renewal” (1986, p 5) 
The evolutionary perspective makes it easy to see why modern Amer- 
icans might well be perplexed or intimidated by abundance The Malthuslan 
prlnclple that populations tend to outstrip their food supply I\ the foundation 
of the Darwinian concept of evolution by natural selection Smce humans, 
hke other organisms, were designed by natural selection to cope with rcar- 
city, It IS hardly surprlsmg to find them reacting with ambivalence to their 
infrequent encounters with chronic surplus During the high middle ages, 
the growing wealth of monastic orders provoked an ascetic reaction accom- 
panied by a vogue for religious fasting. e\peclally by young women (Brum- 
berg 1988) The EmharrasJmrnt of RI< hes 15 the central theme a\ well a\ 
the title of Simon Schama’s cultural history (1987) of the golden era of Dutch 
commercial prosperity m the seventeenth century 
It IS also easy to see that thmness will not be esteemed when most people 
are thm, not out of choice but because they are poor and hungry dnd often 
sick as well It IS not obvious, however, why thmnes\ should be esteemed 
when most people can be fat because they need not go hungry even If poor 
Brown and Konner (1987, p 42) suggest a reason 
American Ideal\ of thmne\\ occur m n settmg whet-e It 14 edcy to become 
fat, and preference for plumpness occur\ In settmgs where It 15 ea\y to 
remdm lean In context, both standards require the mve\tment ot mdlvldual 
effort and economic resources, furthermore, each m It\ context mvolves ‘1 
dlspldy of wealth In poor socletles the rich Impres\ the poor by becommg 
fat. which the poor cannot do. In rich \ocletle\ even the poor can become 
fat. and avidly do therefore the rich must Impress by stnylng thm ‘15 If to 
Wy. “We have \o little doubt about where our next meal I\ coming from, 
that we don’t need n \ingle gram of fdt store 
Thl\ 15 an appealing scendrlo to anyone who think\ about social change 
m Darwmlan terms, because the efforts of the rich to Impress the poor are 
directly analogous to the effort\ of dominant lndlvlduals to Intimidate \ub- 
ordinate\ that occur In almost all social animals From this point of view, 
however, the Brown-Konner rcenarlo falls short by fading to acknowledge 
that status has a function beyond the \ymbohc for rich people as for dom- 
mant animals, it 1s not an end In Itself, but a means of enhancing control of 
valuable resources This shortfall leads directly to another In human\ d\ III 
most other species, male\ compete more intensely for \tatu\ and resource\ 
than femclles do (Daly and Wilson 1983. Trlvers 198S), and men u~~dlly 
control most of the wealth and wield most of the power (Low 1990, 1992) 
If the rrch In developed nations are now using thmnes\ to enhance their 
wealth and power by Impressing the poor, then devotion to weight control 
should be even greater among affluent men than among affluent women 
That the reverse I\ true suggests that if thlnnes\ I\ indeed d form of com- 
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petltlve display, there must be unique ways m which, despite appearances, 
it serves women’s competltlve Interests better than men’s 
To say this IS not to absolve men of responslblhty for the power of the 
thm ideal over women’s lives When the Judges of women’s success are 
men, as they usually are, women have to compete by men’s standards 
Shtftmg the focus from men’s standards to women’s Interests IS useful, how- 
ever, because It directs attention to two essential questions With whom are 
women competmg? What are they competing for? 
Mating Competition 
In the vast majority of sexual organisms, females are the choosier sex when 
it comes to mating, and compete with each other for desirable partners (Tnv- 
ers 1972). This suggests the hypothesis that prosperous women m modern 
affluent socletles are competing with each other for desirable men by losing 
weight, Just as other women have done and still do by getting plump The 
logic behind the hypothesized switch begins with the fact that even m modern 
affluent America, upwards of ten mllhon poor women are chromcally hungry 
(Physician Task Force on Hunger m America 1985) and many more go hun- 
gry mvoluntarlly from time to time In such a society, the poorest women 
are thm out of hunger, but other lower-class women tend to be on the plump 
side, and many are obese, perhaps because they have had plenty to eat m 
the recent past but are not entirely sure they will have enough m the near 
future In such a society, the best way for a woman to display high status 
may be to dlstmgulsh herself from both groups of social subordinate\ by 
combmmg thinness with expensive dress and adornment (Low 1979a) 
The strategem outlined here 1s well exemplified by the career of Mrs 
Walhs Warfield Simpson and by the observation widely attributed to her 
that “a woman can never be too rich or too thm ” Mrs Simpson might have 
become Queen of England, but had to settle for Duchess of Wlndsor after 
Edward VIII was forced m 1936 to choose between the throne and the slender 
American who had not yet won her second divorce The slender king-duke, 
mcldentally. was grandson of Edward VII, the last fat Enghsh monarch 
(1901-1910) 
The advantage of female thmness m mating competltlon has been shown 
more persuasively by several studies Goldblatt, Moore, and Stunkard (1965) 
found that m a sample of women hvmg m mldtown Manhattan m 1954, those 
who had fallen below the social status of their parents were almost twice as 
likely to be obese as those who had risen above Since married women were 
rated on the basis of husband’s occupation, It 1s clear that thmness was 
associated with advantageous marriage Garn, Sulhvan, and Hawthorne 
(1989a,b) found that m a sample of married women m Tecumseh, Michigan, 
who had gone to high school, those who married husbands who had gone 
to college averaged more than 14 pounds hghter than those who married 
husbands who had not gone to high school Unfortunately, neither study 
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make5 It po551ble to determine whether thinner women married advanta- 
geously because they were thinner before marriage, or became thinner after 
marriage because they married advantageously 
When mlddle- and upper-cla\\ women tend to be thinner than other 
women, whatever the cau~, men can afford to prefer thin, well-dressed 
women with little risk to their own reproductive succe\\ because female 
th1nne\s \lgmf1e\ control ot resources that can sustain fertll1ty at least a\ 
rehably a\ does ample body tat Since hdving a prosperous mate also \erve\ 
male Interests 1n many other way\, men are then likely to develop a positive 
preference for thin and pro\perou% women. which, In turn, Improve5 the 
mate-choice opportunlt1e4 of thin women, which reenforce\ women’s mo- 
t1vdtlon to lo\e weight 
Th1c mod1ftcat1on of the Brown-Konner hypothe\ls implies that chronic 
tood surplus cause\ an important shift 1n the selective forces Involved 1n 
regulating fatness When food shortages are severe dnd frequent, physiology, 
attitude?, and behavior are governed by the logic of energy conservation 
women need fat, men prefer fat women, and sexual selectIon echoes and 
reenforce\ natural Aectmn When food 4carc1ty recede\, the logic of energy 
conservation continue\ Its 1ntluence. partly because abundance I\ unevenly 
distributed. and partly because evolutionary change occur5 slowly For those 
most favored by abundance, however, the new logic of mate choice and 
mate attraction diverges from and contllcts with the old logic of energy 
conservation. and this mean5 that women.4 de\1re for much thinner bodies 
15 at constant war with the thrifty aspects of their physiology 
Th1\ $cenano implies that the thin standdrd of female beauty wa\ not 
simply 1mpo\ed on women by culture or by men, that male preference for 
thin women emerged only when dffluent women begdn to pursue th1nne55 
ds a superior mating strategem. and that neither trend could have ddvanced 
50 far 40 fa\t without reenforcement by the other 
Career Competition 
Success or failure in mating competition can have d profound effect on a 
woman’s whole life Nevertheless. for women as for females of other \pecles, 
compet1tlon for desirable mates occupies a small part of life Much more 
female time and effort are devoted to d1lect competition fol economic re- 
source\ In mo\t animal\, female\ compete for economic resources, chiefly 
food, with male5 a\ well a5 with other female5 Until recently, however, 
women were almost always restricted to women’5 work and barred from 
competition with men for sub\tantlal wealth and occupational pre\tlge The 
emergence of the thin ideal colnclded not only with the transition from eco- 
nomic scarcity to economic abundance in the developed world, but also with 
the emergence of women a\ high-stakes competitors with each other and 
with men 1n work prcvlou\ly reserved for men (Smuts 1959) This suggests 
the hypothe\1\ that middle- and upper-cla\s women now use thinness a\ a 
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way of competing both with each other and with men for success m profes- 
sional education, careers, and sometimes pohtlcs 
There can be no doubt that thmness has become advantageous m the 
competltlon for educational and employment success, for men as well as 
women, but especially for women Naomi Wolf (1991) and other feminists 
complain that this is the same old story of men Judging women, in the Job 
market as m the marriage market, by their looks While there may be much 
truth m the story, it overlooks the posslblhty that female thinness may have 
become beautiful because it had become a useful measure of female value 
that serves the interests of both sexes m both markets 
The abundant literature on how to acquire the ideal thm female figure 
and the sales pitch for related products and services often emphasize that 
success takes effort, time, dedication, and willpower as well as money, and 
women know how true this IS Women’s bodies were designed by natural 
selection to be fatter than men’s, losmg weight 1s harder for women than it 
1s for men, and 1s mcreasmgly difficult with advancing age For a woman 
more than for a man, therefore, thinness displays the kmd of motlvatlon and 
life-long persistence that JO!Y success demands ’ 
In view of the steady decline m Ideal female weight and the epldemlc 
of anorexia nervosa m recent decades, it IS worth noting that as a display 
of motlvatlon and determmatlon, thmness has no clear lrmlt short of dls- 
ablmg health effects, thinner may always be better Also worth noting m 
this same connection 1s evidence that women want to be even thinner than 
they think men want them to be, and that they think men want them to be 
even thinner than men actually want them to be (Fallon and Rozm 1985, 
Pohvy et al 1986) 
In contrast to women’s bodies, men’s bodies were designed by natural 
selection to add muscle m response to hard work For a given weight, men 
have a more muscle and less fat, and a man who loses weight risks lookmg 
weaker rather than fitter Indeed, wlthm each sex, fat and muscle tend to 
go together, contrary to wtdespread current opmlon (Belier 1977) While 
most women want to lose weight, most men are satisfied with present weight 
or want to be heavier m order to look stronger (Fallon and Rozm 1985), an 
option not open to women because exercise improves muscle tone but adds 
relatively little muscle mass to the female body These same conslderatlons 
may also help to explain why thinness 1s more valuable to women than to 
men m the mating market. 
The Job-market hypothesis and the mating-market hypothesis are 
equally consistent with evidence that middle- and upper-class American fe- 
males become thmner than lower-class females only after puberty, which 
3 Anderson et al (1992) suggest that losmg weight may be useful to women competmg for 
economic success for a different reason because thmness mhlblts ovulation and prevents preg- 
nancles that would Interfere with work This conclusion IS not strongly supported by their data, 
however, and does not seem applicable to developed socletles, where easier and more rehable 
brth control methods are readdy avadable 
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marks the approximate begmnmg of serious preparation for career compe- 
tltlon as well as for mating competition Earlier in life the traditional positive 
correlation between class and female fat prevails (Garn and Clark 1976) 4 
Indeed, the two hypotheses seem entirely compatible and might well be 
combined High socloeconomlc status 1s advantageous m a female employee 
as well as m a wife, and hard work and high motivation are useful m a wife 
as well as m an employee Moreover, as two-income famlhes become the 
middle- and upper-class norm, a wife with a successful career may be re- 
garded more as an economic asset and a contribution to her husband’s pres- 
tlge than as a threat to his ego 
ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR IN NOVEL CIRCUMSTANCES? 
I have suggested that the recent reversal m affluent modern socletles of 
traditional class differences with respect to female fatness may be a blolog- 
Ically-mediated response to two novel cn-cumstances chronic food surplus 
and the breakdown of barriers between men’s and women’s work These 
two developments have combmed, 1 propose, to make thinness helpful to 
women competing for success m both the matmg market and thejob market 
The hypothesis that biology may underly the reversal of class differences 
with respect to fatness has received very little attention, perhaps because 
it faces a formidable set of obJections ’ 
The most fundamental objection arises from the belief that human be- 
havior IS dominated by conscious choices that are vulnerable to social and 
cultural pressures, but immune to blologlcal influence The answer, dls- 
cussed briefly above, IS that all behaviors of all orgamsms are subJect to the 
same fundamental blologlcal influence All behavior IS produced by physl- 
ologlcal and psychological mechanisms that evolved because they helped 
mdlviduals to perpetuate their own genes, and this IS as true of the most 
flexible and unpredictable human behavior as It IS of the most automatic and 
stereotypic behavior of single-celled organisms 
The belief that human culture IS Independent of human biology IS often 
linked with the fallacious charge that any search for evolutionary origins 
supports the status quo by affirming that whatever evolved IS natural and 
therefore superior, or fixed m genes and therefore immutable In fact, ev- 
olutionary science teaches the opposite behavior 1s that which gives mdl- 
vlduals the flexlblhty necessary to respond differently to different circum- 
4 Sobal (1991) disagrees 
’ To the best of my knowledge, the hypothesis was first suggested by B S Low (1979a) and 
has been dlscussed m some detad only by C .I Robbms and S J C Gauhn m “Fat and Thm 
m Evolutionary Perspective” (1988), an admirable presentation, which unfortunately has not 
been published It would have been cited frequently m the preceding pages If 1 had succeeded 
in obtammg a copy before this paper was completed and accepted Both Low, and Robbms 
and Gauhn focus on modern thmness as a signal of high socloeconomlc status m the context 
of female competltlon for desirable mates 
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stances Better understanding of the relatlonshlp between a particular set of 
cu-cumstances and behavloral choices 1s the goal of thrs paper, and such 
efforts can be as useful to those who would challenge the status quo as to 
those who would defend it 6 
Another set of obJections focuses directly on fatness, thinness, and the 
biology of each One such ObJectIon IS that the biology of human contours 
IS dominated by thrifty physlologlcal mechanisms evolved to favor fatness 
over thinness As we have seen above, however, thrifty mechamsms have 
always shared control with other mechamsms that favor thinness, sometimes 
by wasting calories, and the balance of power varies with circumstances 
Another objection IS that current standards of female beauty m the mid- 
dle and upper classes conflict with the blologlcal interests of women and 
their husbands Although obesity may shorten hfe and ImpaIr reproductive 
function, current beauty standards call for less than the optimum degree of 
female fatness m terms of both longevity and fertility (Brown 1988, Cassldy 
1991) 
Understanding of the relatlonshlp between fat and mortality 1s currently 
m a state of flux. The safest generahzatlon seems to be that wlthm a rather 
broad range of variation, it doesn’t make much difference Stml’s review of 
the recent literature (1991) concludes that longevity IS probably associated 
with moderate slenderness during youth and middle age combined with mod- 
erate obesity after age 60 In any case, more or less longevity late m life, 
after reproduction has ceased, has no effect on women’s lifetime fertility 
It does, however, affect their ability to contribute to the reproductive success 
of younger relatives. 
Although more fat than current beauty standards allow may be essental 
for optimal ovulatory function, pregnancy, and lactation, it IS easy for all 
but the poorest women m developed socletles to gam weight quickly when 
they want to conceive, and almost lmposslble for them not to gam after they 
conceive Extreme slimness m young girls may delay the onset of ovulation, 
but this 1s not likely to affect completed fertlhty since first births m the upper 
social strata usually occur long after menarche On balance, it appears that 
the mortality and fertility effects of low female body fat m middle- and upper- 
class women are not likely to have great Influence on mcluslve fitness, one 
way or the other 
Still another objection IS that competitive success in the matmg andJob 
markets 1s more likely to reduce than to increase Darwinian fitness The 
widespread assumption that fertility IS inversely correlated with status and 
wealth m developed natlons (Vmmg 1986) has been challenged, however, 
and there is considerable evidence to the contrary (Daly and Wilson 1983, 
Mueller and Short 1983, Essock-Vltale 1984, Gaulm 1986; Kaplan and Hill 
1986; Turke 1989, 1990, Mueller 1991, Low and Clarke m press) 
6 I have been astomshed by the extent to which work on this paper has Increased both my 
awareness of and my hberatlon from the tendency toJudge others by prevalhng standards with 
respect to amount and dlstnbutlon of body fat 
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A better response 15 that lncluslve fitness IS best measured by gene 
survival m the long run rather than by more babler now (Kaplan and HIII 
1986, Phlhppl and Seger 1989, Harpendmg and Roger\ 1990, Rogers 1990, 
1991, Turke 1990, Chlsholm 1991, Low et al m pres\) It has long been 
recogmzed by evolutionary theorists that when fitness IS determmed mamly 
by success m social competltlon with members of one’s own species. slow 
and steady often wms the race That IS, for those who have the means, 
Investing a lot m a few offsprlng 15 often a better strategy than mvestmg a 
httle In many offsprmg because It reduces mtergeneratlonal fitness variance 
and the risk of extmctlon (Seger and Brockmann 1987, Promlslow and 
Harvey 1990) 
When wealth I\ hentable, for example, the offsprmg of small famlhes 
tend to be richer because their Inheritance IS dlvlded mto fewer portions. 
and because they are richer they are less hkely to fall vlctlm to the hazards 
of hfe that lead to complete reproductive failure Roger\’ model of this phe- 
nomenon suggests that “wealth IS at least as good a predlctor of long-term 
fitness as IS lmmedlate reproductive success.” and that “selectIon may often 
favor economtc motlvatlons over reproductive ones” (1990, pp 492-493) 
Long-term empu-lcal data are scarce. but Mueller’\ study ( 1991) of the West 
Pomt class of 1950 found that professlonal success was the mam determmant 
of reproductive performance as measured by grandchlldren as well as chll- 
dren 
More good studies of the long-term relatIonshIp between status and 
fitness m the modern world are urgently needed Whatever that relatIonshIp 
turns out to be, all the evidence we have supports the conclusion that until 
recently, Darwmlan mclu,lve fitness m humans has always been highly de- 
pendent on status and the resources that contrlbute to and are commanded 
by statu\ (BetzIg 1986, 1988) Socloeconomlc status has been an especially 
powerful selective force m human evolution for several reasons Human 
status depends more on knowledge, alhances, and savmgs, which tend to 
grow over time, than on physlcal prowess, which begms to senesce at the 
age of first reproduction Humans are, therefore, one of the very few species 
m which status often rises throughout the life span In addltlon. wealth and 
status differences can be greater m humans than m other species because 
of the unique human ablhty to orgamze extensive coahtlons and accumulate 
wealth Opportumtles to use status and resources to contrlbute to the fitness 
of descendants and other relatives are much greater m humans because they 
often hve for decades after they stop havmg babies, because they maintain 
bilateral and long-distance kmshlp ties, and because wealth and status are 
heritable (Rodseth et al 1991) 
Taken together, these dlstlnctlve quahtles of human status make It clear 
that success m human social competltlon can continue to benefit mcluslve 
fitness m far-reachmg ways long after successful mdlvlduals have stopped 
makmg their own babies, and even after they have died (Turke submltted) 
This, m turn, means that fertlhty IS a very poor measure of human mcluslve 
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fitness, that the evolved propensity to compete for status and wealth may 
be adaptive even rf It reduces fertility, and that accurate measurement of 
human fitness will continue to be difficult if not lmposslble 
My hypothesis does not predict that female thinness will prove to be 
adaptive It does mamtam that, m response to novel condltlons, some women 
have adopted new behavior patterns (weight loss and weight control) m 
pursuit of an evolved propensity (competition for resources and status) that 
IS far more ancient than the earliest hommlds The new behavior will prove 
to be adaptive only d the propensity it serves continues to be adaptive (Turke 
1990) 
This implies that, when novel conditions are encountered, some be- 
haviors are readily modifiable m potentially adaptive directions, while others 
are likely to be relatively stable even if novel conditions make them mal- 
adaptive The major difference between behaviors that change m the face 
of new adaptive challenges and those that do not 1s likely to be that the latter 
are more fully controlled automatically, wlthout conscious mterventlon, m 
the lower and older parts of the brain, while the former are more subJect to 
consctous choice m the neocortex There 1s nothing profound m this sug- 
gestlon, and It would hardly be useful to make were It not for the widespread 
belief, even among convinced Darwmlsts, that since humans are stuck with 
behavioral mechanisms evolved m the distant past, there IS no reason to 
expect them to behave adaptively m novel modern circumstances (Symons 
1989, Tooby and Cosmldes 1990) 
Given the Darwinian assumption that all organisms have been designed 
by natural selection to cope with problems encountered m past envu-on- 
ments, It IS, however, hard to see how humans could invent potentially 
adaptive novel responses to novel circumstances, and pursue those re- 
sponses even when they conflict with mechanisms evolved to cope with very 
different cu-cumstances ’ When mdlvlduals behave m potentially adaptive 
ways m what appear to be entirely novel circumstances, how can they know 
what to do? The most probable explanation 1s that they are responding to 
familiar but subtle cues that accompany the perceived novelty but have 
escaped the observer’s attention (Tooby and Cosmldes 1990) 
The two apparent novelties at the center of this dlscusslon are the avall- 
ability m modern developed socletles of enough food to keep most people 
fat most of the time, and the breakdown of firm barriers between men’s and 
women’s work The ready avadablhty of surplus calories has been treated 
m the evolutionary literature mainly as an lllustratlon of how radical cultural 
change combines with evolved traits to produce maladaptlve results, m this 
’ That such flexlblhty may be found III other ammals IS suggested by the contrast between the 
dispersed dlstrlbutlon, a social behawor, and absence of status cornpetItIon among wild female 
chimpanzees (Goodall 1986, Wrangham and Smuts 1980) and the close cooperation and Intense 
status competltlon exhIbIted by female chimpanzees when released from foraging constramts 
and forced to hve m close proxlmlty to others of both sexes m zoo enclosures (de Waal 1982, 
1984, Baker 1992) Comparisons of the behawor of other ammals In the wld and m zoos might 
be mstructrve 
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case, wldespread obesity, particularly at the lower end of the socloeconomlc 
scale While undoubtedly correct, this interpretation does not help to identify 
the process that has reversed class correlations and preferences with respect 
to female fatness 
Chronic wldespread food surplus IS truly novel, but large varlatlon over 
time and space m the frequency, severity, and predictabIlity of food short- 
ages has surely been typical of the human condltlon over Its entire evolu- 
tionary history As the Venus of Wlllendorf and \lmdar paleohthlc figurines 
demonstrate, obesity IS not a new phenomenon, and neither I\ starvation 
Since nutrition IS basic to \urvlval and reproduction. humans must have 
evolved numerous alternative strategle\ and associated decision rule\ cued 
by variation m food avallabihty (Beller 1977) When the threat of death or 
reproductive failure from malnutrltlon IS high, women have no choice but 
to concentrate on acquumg and conservmg the energy needed for survival. 
ovulation, pregnancy, lactation, and child care. and men would be foohsh 
to prefer women who did not Natural selection controls. and leaves no 
independent scope for sexual selection When nutrltlonal constraints are 
relaxed, however, so are the constraints on Independent scope for sexual 
selection (Anderson 1988, p 320) 
Women (and men) m traditIona societies spend much time. effort, and 
resources on a wide variety of body adornments that appear to function as 
conspicuous competltlve displays of status and wealth (Low 1979a) “People 
like to modify their bodies We pamt our faces, pierce nose or ears, cir- 
cumclse the penis, enclose the neck, feet or waist In confu-ung rings or shoes 
or corsets, bleach or brown or tattoo or even carve our flesh Often the 
entire body IS the focu\ of modlficatlon” (Cassldy 1991, p 181) There I\ m 
prmciple, no reason that thinness could not be chosen by women to serve 
as a mating stratagem when. as suggested above. chronic food surplus has 
made thinness rather than fatness the better sign of status and wealth 
At the same time, male preference for wealthy, high status women as 
mates may well have been rising because of simultaneous changes In two 
other aspects of human soclahty that are both ancient and selectively Im- 
portant One change 1s an Increase In status variance among women because 
of increases m their earning power and property right\ Another 15 the strong 
trend toward monogamous marriage and mating m the upper social strata 
(Betzig 1986) which shifts the focus of male mating effort from mate quantity 
toward mate quality (Tnvers 1972) 
The second apparent novelty that 15 central to this paper 1s the break- 
down of barriers between men’s and women’s work This, too, 15 d genuine 
novelty that 15, however, associated with at least one ancient dnd important 
aspect of human soclahty Because much of the world’s work has usually 
been done by women, sometimes most of It, women have a long history of 
coping with intense economic competition (Smuts 1991, Draper 1989) Dem- 
onstrating the capacity and the motlvatlon for hard work IS not a novel 
problem for human females The demonstration has usually been aimed at 
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potential husbands, but there IS m prmclple no reason that thmness should 
not be almed at admlsslons officers and employers as well as at potential 
mates when food abundance makes thinness a rehable sign of persistence 
and effort 
INCLUSIVE FITNESS AND THE STUDY OF MODERN 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
This has been a prehmmary and speculative effort to address the enigma 
presented by recent changes m attitudes and behavior toward human body 
fat Regulation of human fatness IS an extremely complex process that IS 
still only dimly understood, and study of the mechanisms that produce adap- 
tive flexlblhty m human behavior has barely begun Further study will surely 
change or refute much of what I have suggested I am less interested m 
defending the particular hypotheses of this paper than I am m advocating a 
point of view 
Several of the dlsclplmes that study aspects of human behavlor-an- 
thropology, psychology, and pohtlcal science m particular-have made m- 
creasing (though still minor) use of evolutionary theory and methodology m 
recent years History 1s a conspicuous exception While Darwmists have 
begun to make use of hlstorlcal data, historians have very nearly ignored 
Darwmlsm This IS strange and unfortunate, for the two fields have much 
m common Evolutionary biology 1s the most hlstorlcal of the sciences, 
natural history 1s its foundation Both fields deal with complex systems over 
time, often rely on narrative, and understand the lmposslbdlty of predlctmg 
the course of future events m complex systems 
Darwinian students of human behavior often argue that rapid cultural 
change has rendered much of modern human behavior anachromstlc and 
maladaptlve Some of It IS, but sometimes humans are very good at finding 
adaptive solutions to problems that are slgmficantly novel, without even 
knowing that that IS what they are doing. This may well be the most dls- 
tmctlve of all human ablhtles Cohnvaux has suggested that “the crucial 
thmg setting people apart from all other hvmg things IS their ability to change 
their niche at will” (1978, p 219), which implies that novelty itself can be 
regarded as perhaps the greatest and most familiar of human problems 
Humans solve new kmds of problems m complex and mysterious ways 
mvolvmg obscure mteractlons among numerous physlologlcal and psycho- 
logical mechanisms and environmental cues whose existence we seldom 
suspect That we will ever understand m detail how we sometimes do it, 
and why we sometlmes fall, 1s as probable or improbable as coming to un- 
derstand m detail how the human mmd works The one task IS much the 
same as the other. We will understand more, sooner, if humanists and nat- 
ural, social, and behavioral sclentlsts all recognize that the human mind 
works in its uniquely human ways because it has been designed by natural 
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selectlon to find adaptive solWon\ to the novel problem\ we ourselve\ 
create 
My rntere\t in the \ubJect of this p,rper wa\ drou\ed by P J Brown \ recent article in Hrtrtttr~ 
Nafllre on culture dnd the evolution of obe\lty (1991) Brown J L Anderson D M Bu\\ 
and B S Low provided helpful comment\ on drafts ot the paper nnd called my attention to 
important reference\ Brown Anderson Lou P Turke S J C Gduhn dnd J S Chl\holm 
gdve me dcce\\ to unpubh5hed pipei\ My thanks to dll do not Imply that dnq endorse rn\ 
conclusions AlIce Smut3 dnd B,irh,tr,c Smut\ redd questloned and commented on more draft\ 
of this paper than 1 cnre to remember 
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